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1. INTRODUCTION 

   Many droughts (shortage of water) have 

broken out by extreme small amount rainfall in 

recent Japan.  So far,in order to prevent these 

droughts, artificial rainfall methods with ‘AgI’ or ‘dry 

ice’ have been widely used in Japan. However, 

these methods have many problems, which a large 

amount of overcooling liquid in the cumulus clouds 

was not able to be converted into precipitation 

efficiently. So as to solve these problems, new 

artificial rainfall method using liquid carbon dioxide 

(LC) was proposed by Fukuta. 

  This new method is called 'Low-Level Penet 

-ration Seeding of Homogeneous Ice Nucleant 

'(LOLEPSHIN) ; this induces a 'Roll-up Expansion 

of Twin Horizontal Ice-crystal Thermals' (RETHIT) 

and a subsequent 'Falling growth-Induced Lateral 

Air Spreading' (FILAS). 

This LC method was applied to the 

super-cooled cumulus clouds in Northern Kyushu  

on Februay 2,1999 (Fukuta,Wakimizu etc.,2000). 

As a result, these experiments succeeded, and the 

total amount of estimated radar precipitation of the 

seeded cumulus cloud was approximately 1 million 

ton (Fig.1). 

It turned out that many super-cooled cumulus 

clouds generated in Japan Sea in winter- time are 

best clouds to be able to secure a large amount of 

water resource from these experiment results. 

First, this paper will give the simple summary 

of the new LC seeding method.   Next, based on 

the frequency analysis on suitable convective 

clouds for artificially increasing rainfall in the 

northern part of Kyushu, Japan, using meteoro- 

logical satellite (GMS-5) will be discussed. 

 

(a) Experimental area 
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(b) LOLEPSHIN (Low Level Penetration 

Seeding of Homogeneous Ice Nucleant) 

Fig.1 Experiment of artificial rainfall in the northern 

Kyushu, Japan (a) and LOLEPSHIN (b) 

 

2. New method of artificial rainfall using LC 

The injection of LC materials into super 

-cooled convective cloud (cumulus) cause strong 

evaporative particles per gram of LC materials by 



homogeneous nucleation (Fig.2a). The number of 

artificially formed ice particles keeps approximately 

constant after the injection of LC rials during the 

ascent of an artificially formed thermal (Fig.2b). No 

competition process for limited super-cooled liquid 

water among ice particles in thermal provides an 

important advantage for effective growth of ice 

particles (Fig.2c-f). 

From this point of view, LC seeding method 

is still more advantageous than AgI seeding method, 

which causes competition process due to drastic 

increase in the number of ice particles in low 

temperature. In addition, in order to enhance the 

efficiency of seeding, the seeding operation by an 

aircraft is designed to be carried out at a low 

super-cooled portion near 0 ℃  in a young 

developing cumulus so that ice particles effectively 

grow into enough size to fall out within a limited 

lifetime of a cumulus. 

a) 航空機につけたノズルから－90℃の液体炭酸を，厚さが約2,000m以
上ある積雲の底部（温度-1℃以下）に水平に撒布する．撒布直後，その
周辺の空気が急激に冷やされ，水蒸気が昇華し液体炭酸1ｇ当たり1013

個の氷晶が発生する．

b) 氷晶発生後，回転する一対の人工サ－マルが形成される．
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c) サ－マルは，氷晶の成長の際に発生する潜熱で回転上昇し，自身の体
積を増加させながら徐々にそのスピ－ドを増す(RETHIT過程：Roll-up 
Expansion of Twin Horizontal Ice Crystal Thermals)．

d） 雲頂に近づくにつれ，サ－マルは，急激にスピ－ドを落とし，氷晶を含ん
だ空気の上昇運動は雲頂で押さえられるため，水平に拡がり始める．氷
晶はこの位置で十分に成長していて，雲の上部から落下を始める
（FILAS過程：Falling-growth Induced Lateral Air Spreading）．
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e） 氷晶の落下中，その成長で放出された潜熱により空気が暖められ，暖
められた空気は弱い上昇を続ける．

f） 落下した氷晶はそのまま融けずに雪になるか，融解層を通過した氷晶
は，融けて雨になるとともに融解潜熱吸収に基づく下降気流を誘起する．
その結果，キノコ型エコ－が発生する．
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Fig.2  RETHIT process and FILAS process 

3. Wintry-pattern day 

Wintry pressure pattern occur in Japan, when 

the high-pressure is in west of Japan and the 

low-pressure in east of Japan (Fig.3).   When it is 

a wintry pressure pattern in Japan, with cold dry 

wind from the Siberia and the warmly wet air of the 

Sea of Japan, a line-formed clouds occurs in the 

Sea of Japan (Fig.4,5). 

 

. Fig.3 Surface weather map on birthday of wintry 

pressure pattern in Japan 

 

Fig.4  WWeeaatthheerr  ssaatteelllliittee  vviissiibbllee  iimmaaggee  ooff  aa  lliinnee  --  

ffoorrmmeedd  cclloouudd  oonn  wwiinnttrryy--ppaatttteerrnn  ddaayy..     
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Fig.5  PPiiccttuurree  ooff  aa  lliinnee--ffoorrmmeedd  cclloouudd  ffrroomm  KKyyuusshhuu  

UUnniivveerrssiittyy  oonn  wwiinnttrryy--ppaatttteerrnn  ddaayy....       

4. The weather conditions for the artificial 

rainfall experiment to succeed 

The most important weather conditions so as 

to succeed artificial rainfall are to find the suitable 

convective cloud (cumulus cloud) on the seeding 

area. In order to succeed the artificial rainfall 

experiment need following 4 conditions. 

1) The cloud for the artificial rainfall must be the 

convective cloud. 

2) The thickness of the cloud must be 2000m or 

more. 

3) The temperature of the cloud must be 0℃ or 

less. 

4) The wind direction of the ground is from 

northwest to north. 

 

5. Method of finding suitable convective 

clouds for artificial rainfall 

These suitable convective clouds occur in 

winter season in Japan, because the cold dry air 

moves from Siberia to Japan Sea.   The resultant 

wind flows strongly in these regions (Fig.6). 

1) The convective clouds are judged from a visible 

image of the meteorological satellite (GMS-5 

Fig.7). 

2) The cloud-top’s altitude is estimated from the 

air temperature of aerological observation data 

and the luminance temperature of the infrared 

data obtained from GMS-5 (Fig.8).   And, the 

cloud-top’s altitude is calculated with the 

following two numerical formuras. 

 

 

Where, 

LCL: level of cloud-bottom, T: ground temperature, 

T´：luminance temperature, γ
α
：dry adiabatic lapse 

rate, γ
ｗ
：wet adiabatic lapse rate, CD: thickness of 

cloud 

3) The cloud-bottom’s altitude is estimated from 

the air temperature and the dew point 

temperature of aerological observation data. 

4) The thickness of the cloud is estimated from the 

difference between the height of cloud-top and 

the height of cloud-bottom. 

 

Fig.6  Method of analysis 

 

Fig.7  Infrared image of weather satellite (GMS-5) 
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Fig.8  Cloud-top’s altitude estimated by satellite 

image data             

 

 

Fig.9  Mean of cloud-top’s altitude estimated by  

weather satellite image data 

 

Table.1 Past experiment of artificial rainfall’s data 

 

The altitude of real cloud-top observed data 

by airplane are about 1000m than satellite image 

data. Because, 1pixel observed data by satellite is 

mean of area ( 25km × 25km ). 

6. Results 

6.1 Frequency distribution of winter-season 

rainfall    

Judgment of artificial-rainfall proceed were 

used visible images and infrared images of the 

weather satellite image at every hour for day-time 

(0600-1800) on wintry pressure pattern days. 

The number of rainy days is 2269 in winter-time 

of the 15 years (1990 to 2004) (fIg.10). 

62. Possible days of artificial rainfall 

The possible days of artificial rainfall are 9 days 

in winter season in Fukuoka City (Fig.11). 

1)  The number of rainy days is 2269 in winter-time 

of the 15 years (1990 to 2004). 

2)  The number of wintery pressure pattern 

precipitation is the biggest (28%). 

3)  The number of suitable convective cloud in 

January is the biggest (38%) in winter-time of the 6 

years (1999 to 2004). 

4)   The possible days of artificial rainfall are 9 

days in winter season in Fukuoka City .  

 

Fig.10  Frequency distribution of winter-season 

rainfall in Fukuoka City in winter-season (1990 

-2004) 

 

Fig.11  Number of possible days of artificial rainfall 
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